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Abstract—Technology and Vcc scaling lead to significant
faulty bit rates in caches. Mechanisms based on disabling
faulty parts show to be effective for average performance
but are unacceptable in safety critical systems where
worst-case execution time (WCET) estimations must be
safe and tight. The Reliable Victim Cache (RVC) deals
with this issue for a large fraction of the cache bits.
However, replacement bits are not protected, thus keeping
the probability of failure still high.

This paper proposes two mechanisms to tolerate faulty
bits in replacement bits and keep time-predictability by
extending the RVC. Our solutions offer different tradeoffs
between cost and complexity. In particular, the Extended
RVC (ERVC) has low energy and area overheads while
keeping complexity at a minimum. The Reliable Replace-
ment Bits (RRB) solution has even lower overheads at the
expense of some more wiring complexity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern technology nodes experience increasing tim-
ing variations due to an increasing relative impact of
process variations and some degree of voltage scaling
(Vcc). Testing and burn-in effectiveness decreases gen-
eration after generation due to (i) an increasing number
of transistors to test (roughly 2X transistors in every
new generation), (ii) a limited amount of time and power
budget to perform tests and burn-in, and (iii) the faster
degradation of smaller devices, whose fault-free lifetime
decreases during burn-in. Overall, a larger number of
actual and latent defects reaches products.

Timing variations can be tolerated to some extent in
combinational circuits by allocating larger guardbands in
the cycle time. However, SRAM cells in memory arrays
such as cache memories and scratch-pads are particularly
error-prone at low Vcc operation since process variations
and noise jeopardize their data retention capabilities [1].
Faults in those memory arrays are particularly important
given the large fraction of the chip area devoted to them.
Cost to manage data allocation in scratch-pads and to
fabricate specific chips for the safety-critical market lead

to the use of cache memories that are the main focus of
this work.

General-purpose systems can tolerate some faulty bits
in cache memories as long as they are detected and faulty
parts deactivated [2]–[5], because the average impact
in performance is low. However, safety-critical systems
(e.g., flight management systems in avionics, brake-by-
wire in automotive, etc.) rely on safe worst-case execu-
tion time (WCET) estimations and fault-free hardware1.
Thus, simply deactivating faulty cache storage is not an
option given its either unknown or unacceptable WCET
impact. For details on WCET estimation methods we
refer the reader to [6].

Our recent work, the reliable victim cache (RVC), has
shown that cache-assistant structures such as the eviction
buffer, the write-combining buffer, the victim cache and
the like provide cheap sparing for faulty cache lines
(with lower cost than conventional sparing) and can be
extended to keep time-predictability in the presence of
faults [7]. RVC has been shown to be highly efficient for
faults affecting bits in the cache lines; however, those
bits associated to the cache sets such as replacement
information have been neglected.

This paper extends the RVC with solutions to keep
time-predictability in the presence of faults in replace-
ment bits. Different alternatives are considered trading
off between efficiency and complexity. Overall, by ex-
tending the RVC with our solutions full protection of
cache memories is achieved to provide time-predictable
(and therefore, analyzable) faulty caches for processors
in safety-critical systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the RVC. Section III presents our solutions
to deal with permanent faults in set-dependent bits.
Section IV presents results on probabilities of failure,

1Although fault-free hardware does not exist, we can consider that
hardware is fault-free if its probability of failure is below an acceptable
threshold (e.g., 10−6) so that failures can be simply neglected



and energy and area overheads. Section V discusses
related work. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. OVERVIEW OF THE RVC

Cache memories consist of several SRAM arrays.
Those arrays store line-dependent bits (data, tags, valid
bits, dirty bits, write-permission bits, coherence state),
etc. and set-dependent bits (replacement information).
Most of the bits are associated to particular cache lines.
The RVC has been shown to be effective to deal with
permanent faults in all those line-dependent bits. The
only line-dependent bit not covered by the RVC is the
one indicating whether the cache line is faulty. As stated
in [7], such bit needs specific protection mechanisms
based on either spatial redundancy or cell hardening,
which has significant relative area cost for such bit, but
low absolute area cost for the whole cache. Keep in mind
that each cache line may have several hundreds of bits,
so even using hardened cells [8] would increase cache
area largely below 1%.

The RVC is based on extending cache-assistant struc-
tures to provide cheap sparing. Those structures are ex-
tended with spare entries and two extra fields indicating
whether a particular entry is being used for replacement
of a faulty cache line (lock bit) and, if so, which
cache line it replaces (physical tag). Such information
is enough to allow programs to have a completely time-
predictable and analyzable behavior. This is achieved by
guaranteeing that all accesses that would hit in cache in
a fault-free system will also hit in a faulty cache system
with the RVC in place. Further, hit latency either remains
unaffected or it is increased by a given (and fixed)
latency for all accesses. Such information is available
during the estimation of the WCET regardless of the
number and location of faults.

Note that failing to provide safe and tight WCET
estimates would have unaffordable costs for safety-
critical systems. As shown in [7], just a single fault is
enough to make all cache hits become misses in the
worst-case scenario. Thus, the only way to keep the
required safety levels is assuming miss latency for all
cache accesses. However, such an assumption produces
unacceptably high WCET estimates that make hardware
designs extremely expensive. For instance, if WCET
grows by 2X, we should set up a system 2X faster or
2 replicas of the original system to provide the required
performance.

Figure 1 shows the schematic of a 2-way L1 data
cache and a 6-entry fully-associative RVC. Victim caches
(the RVC in our case) can be accessed either (i) in
parallel with L1 caches, thus serving data with the same
latency as L1 caches, or (ii) sequentially, but only in case
of an L1 miss, with a total latency higher than that of an

L1 hit. However, latency of hits in a fault-free cache can
be bounded to the total latency of the L1 cache and the
RVC. The following scenarios illustrate how the RVC
works:

• Miss in a cache with RVC. Both the cache and the
RVC are looked up. Both of them report a miss and
data are requested to the next cache level. When-
ever data arrive they are allocated in cache if the
corresponding cache line is fault-free. Otherwise,
they are allocated in the RVC entry remapping the
faulty cache line. Replacement information in cache
is updated as if the cache line was fault-free.

• Hit in a cache with RVC. If the hit cache line
is fault-free, everything works as in a fault-free
system. Otherwise, the hit will happen in a locked
entry of the RVC. Such entry will provide the data
and will use the physical tag of the faulty cache
line stored in the RVC to update the proper entry
of the replacement information array.

There are some other corner cases that must be
considered, such as how to deal with those accesses that
would hit in the victim cache of a fault-free system, or
how unlocked RVC lines are managed when a new line is
fetched into the RVC. We refer the reader to the original
paper for further details [7].

As explained before, the RVC provides cheap spar-
ing and time-predictability for any fault affecting line-
dependent bits. Set-dependent bits need further solutions.
Almost fault-free replacement bits can be achieved by
means of error correcting codes (ECC) [9] or cell
hardening. However, ECC would impact latency because
correction and encoding of the replacement bits should
be performed on every access, therefore impacting the
timing of the cache, potentially introducing stalls in
consecutive accesses to the same set and increasing
power dissipation to decode and encode replacement bits.
Instead, hardening does not introduce significant timing
degradation, but still introduces some power and area
overheads. However, our experiments show that those
overheads are lower than those of ECC. In this paper
we propose different effective and scalable solutions to
provide fault tolerance for those set-dependent bits such
as replacement bits of a least recently used (LRU) cache.

III. EXTENDING THE RVC CONCEPT FOR

SET-DEPENDENT BITS

This section presents new solutions to provide cheap
sparing and time-predictability for set-dependent bits
(mainly replacement bits), thus extending the RVC pro-
tection for all cache arrays. Two main choices are
presented: (i) a separate structure for replacement storage
sparing and (ii) a solution where those bits are integrated
into the RVC. For the sake of commodity we assume
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Fig. 1. Example of a 2-way 1st level data cache (DL1) with a 6-entry RVC. Grey fields correspond to the extra information needed by the
RVC to provide time-predictability 
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Fig. 2. Example of a 4-entry RRB connected to a cache extended
with an RVC

LRU replacement policy, which is the most commonly
used one for safety-critical systems although our solu-
tions can be applied to any replacement policy.

A. RRB: Separate Set-Dependent Sparing

The first alternative requires setting up a new structure
for cheap sparing of replacement bits in cache. We refer
to this structure as RRB (Reliable Replacement Bits).
Following the same philosofy as the the RVC, RRB
entries have a physical tag indicating which cache set
they are replacing (if any), a lock bit to indicate whether
they are being used and the set of replacement bits. The
RRB is depicted in Figure 2.

Whenever the cache is accessed, the set identifier is
looked up in the RRB for a match in a locked entry.

• If no hit occurs, then the replacement bits of the
cache set are fault-free.

• Otherwise, those bits are faulty in the cache and the
entry hit in the RRB holds the required replacement
bits.
(a) In case of a miss in cache the corresponding
RRB entry overrides the replacement decision of the
cache since replacement bits in the corresponding
cache set are faulty. Note that such override does
not produce any issue in terms of timing because
data will take some cycles to reach the cache.
(b) If the access hits in cache the way within the
set of the hit cache line must be propagated to
the RRB to update the replacement information
accordingly. Note that such propagation may delay
the update of the RRB. However, since such delay
is payed for all hits, updates will happen in the
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Fig. 3. Example of a 6-entry ERVC connected to a cache

same order, thus keeping predictability. Updates and
replacement decisions in case of a miss can be
also delayed in the same way to guarantee correct
operation. Such delay can be afforded because it
will be in the order of 1 or 2 cycles, which is largely
below the turnaround latency for the following
cache level (or memory) in the memory hierarchy.

The RRB is very effective in terms of storage space
required since it adds only sparing for faulty replacement
bits. Given that the fraction of bits devoted to store
replacement information in cache is relatively low, the
fraction of faults they may suffer is smaller than for
data and tags. Thus, the number of entries required in
the RRB is really small (smaller than for the RVC). As
shown later, for faulty bit rates requiring 4 extra entries
in the RVC an RRB with just 2 entries suffices to keep
reliability level high. However, some extra signal routing
is required from the cache and the RVC to the RRB.

B. ERVC: RVC-Integrated Set-Dependent Sparing

A different choice to reduce the wiring overhead to
route signals from the cache and the RVC to another
structure (e.g., the RRB) consists of integrating replace-
ment information sparing in the RVC. In order to do
so, replacement bits must be virtually attached to a
particular cache line in their cache set (i.e., the first cache
line). Whenever the corresponding cache line in the set
or the replacement bits in the set are faulty, both are
considered faulty and remapped to an RVC entry. An
schematic of the extended RVC (ERVC) is depicted in
Figure 3. As shown, each ERVC entry is extended with
replacement bits. No bit is required to indicate whether



those replacement bits must be used. Such information
is implicit in the way identifier of the physical tag (e.g.,
if the line is the first cache line in the set).

As expected, the operation of the ERVC differs
slightly from that of the RVC for the replacement bits
management. For the sake of clarity we assume that the
replacement bits are virtually attached to the first line
in their cache set. The ERVC will provide two match
signals: (i) tag match (as in the RVC) and (ii) partial
match if a hit occurs only in the bits indicating the set
of an entry corresponding to the first way in the set.

• If an access occurs in a set whose first cache line
is fault-free, the operation is exactly the same as
for the RVC. In case of accessing the ERVC, either
because a faulty cache line is hit or because a faulty
cache line is being replaced, the replacement bits in
the corresponding ERVC entry are simply ignored
(no partial match occurs).

• If the first cache line of the cache set accessed is
faulty the replacement bits are in the ERVC (there
will be a partial match).
(a) In case of a hit (in the cache or the ERVC), data
will be accessed as usual either in the cache or in the
ERVC. However, since the first line in the cache set
is faulty there will be a partial match in one of the
ERVC entries. Note that up to two different ERVC
lines can be accessed. For instance, the access may
hit in the second line of a cache set whose first and
second lines are faulty. The second line will observe
a tag match only and its data will be accessed. The
first line will observe a partial match only so its
replacement bits will be updated accordingly.
(b) In case of a miss, the cache and the ERVC
will be accessed and will detect the miss. The
ERVC will observe a partial match in an entry
whose replacement bits indicate which cache line
(or ERVC entry if the line is faulty) must be
replaced.

In essence, the ERVC combines the RVC and the RRB
into a single structure. Thus, wiring overhead is reduced.
However, it introduces some inefficiency because all
ERVC entries will have space to store replacement bits.
Although the ERVC is small, the number of extra bits is
larger than that of the RRB. Similarly to state-of-the-art
approaches for fault tolerance [4], [5], [7] we assume that
there are mechanisms in place to detect faulty storage
and configure the extra fields of the RRB or ERVC
properly.

IV. EVALUATION

This section presents the evaluation framework and
results in terms of probability of failure, power and area
for the RRB and ERVC designs when the L1 data cache

Configuration Faulty bits allowed
Non repl bits Repl bits

VC=4 0 0
RVC=6 (repl non-prot) 2 0
RVC=6 (repl perf) 2 —
ERVC=6 2 2
RVC=6 & RRB=1 2 1
RVC=8 (repl non-prot) 4 0
RVC=8 (repl perf) 4 —
ERVC=8 4 4
RVC=8 & RRB=2 4 2

TABLE I
CONFIGURATIONS CONSIDERED

is faulty. Results are compared against different baseline
designs with and without the RVC. WCET remains the
same as for the RVC scheme, so it is omitted.

A. Probability of Failure

We have studied the probability of failure (pfail)
for different random faulty bit rates between 0.01%
and 0.000001%. Results have been collected for those
configurations shown in Table I. All of them include
a 16KB 4-way 32B/line LRU-replacement cache. VC
stands for a conventional victim cache. Two versions of
the RVC have been considered: (i) with non-protected
replacement bits (repl non-prot) and (ii) with fault-free
(hardened) replacement bits (repl perf )2. 8 replacement
bits per set have been considered: 2 bits to identify each
of the 4 ways.

A failure is assumed whenever there are more blocks
with faults or more sets with faulty replacement bits
than can be repaired. Roughly speaking VC tolerates no
faults; RVC (repl perf) and ERVC tolerate as many faults
as extra entries they have; and RVC & RRB tolerates
as many faults in line-dependent (set-dependent) bits as
extra RVC (RRB) entries. RVC (repl non-prot) tolerates
faults anywhere but in the replacement bits, where no
faulty bits are allowed.

Figure 4 depicts the pfail obtained using binomial
probability analysis for all configurations. As shown, the
pfail for both the ERVC and RRB configurations are
very similar to their RVC counterpart configuration with
fault-free replacement bits. This is so because the extra
number of bits required by the ERVC and RRB with
respect to the RVC design is low. For instance, ERVC=8
and RVC=8 & RRB=2 increase bit count by 0.1% and
0.05% respectively with respect to RVC=8. The relative
growth of the pfail for the ERVC and the RRB with
respect to the RVC is below 0.5% and 0.3% respectively
in all cases. If replacement bits are not protected their
pfail becomes much more significant than that of data
and tags despite having RVC in place.

2ECC introduces significant overheads to protect few bits (larger
than those of hardening), so we use hardening as a baseline for fault-
free bits
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Fig. 6. Relative energy and area overhead for the different schemes
with respect to a 16KB 4-way 32B/line cache with a 4-entry VC

We can observe that RVC, ERVC and RRB designs
provide pfail several orders of magnitude lower than
those of the baseline cache. For instance, RVC=6 (repl
perf), ERVC=6 and RVC=6 & RRB=1 decrease the pfail
by 3 orders of magnitude for a faulty bit rate of 0.0001%
(1 faulty bit every 1,000,000 bits). Similarly, RVC=8
(repl perf), ERVC=8 and RVC=8 & RRB=2 decrease
the pfail by 6 orders of magnitude for the same faulty
bit rate. Conversely, RVC=6 (repl non-prot) and RVC=8
(repl non-prot) only provide 2 orders of magnitude lower
pfail because around 1% of the bits of the cache are
replacement bits and they are non-protected.

B. Energy and Area

Power and area results have been obtained by means
of the CACTI 6.5 tool [10]. CACTI is a delay, power
and area model for cache memories developed at the
HP Labs. Results have been gathered for 32nm process

technology, assuming low power design style, 330K tem-
perature and 0.6V operating voltage. We have validated
that observed trends hold for other technology nodes,
design styles, and temperature and voltage values.

We have studied the impact in energy (both dynamic
and leakage) and area of the different schemes. In partic-
ular, we have measured those overheads with respect to
a baseline scheme as the one described in the previous
subsection (a 4-way cache and a 4-entry VC). The
schemes studied are as follows:

• RVC (repl non-prot). Overheads come from the
extra fields and entries in the VC required to
implement the RVC.

• RVC (repl perf). It has the same overheads as RVC
(repl non-prot) plus the overheads coming from
using hardened SRAM cells for the replacement bits
in cache (10-T SRAM cells [8]). 10-T cells have
been included in CACTI adapting cell capacitances,
resistances and geometry.

• ERVC. It has the same overheads as RVC (repl non-
prot) plus the extra fields in the RVC.

• RVC & RRB. It has the same overheads as RVC
(repl non-prot) plus the RRB overheads.

Results are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 for
baseline 8KB and 16KB caches respectively. We can
observe that the lowest overheads are those for RVC (repl
non-prot). However, as shown before, its probability of
failure is too high. The straightforward solution based
on hardening replacement bits (RVC (repl perf)) is the
most expensive in terms of dynamic energy. While the
total fraction of bits hardened is small, which translates
into low leakage and area increase, dynamic energy
consumption grows noticeably because replacement bits
are a significant fraction of the bits read and written on
every access. In fact, they are accessed twice (read and
updated). ERVC scheme has low overheads, particularly
for large caches (e.g., 16KB) since its cost does not
grow linearly with cache size as it is the case for
RVC (repl perf). For instance, ERVC=8 has a relative
dynamic energy overhead of 2.8% with respect to the
baseline and 1.5% with respect to RVC (repl non-prot).



ERVC extra area is even lower and leakage is completely
negligible. Similarly, although not shown in the paper,
ERVC overheads grow much less than those of the RVC
(repl perf) when associativity is increased. Finally, RVC
& RRB is the most efficient scheme although it requires
some more routing than ERVC. In particular, RVC=8 &
RRB=2 increases dynamic energy by 2.6% for a 16KB
cache with respect to the baseline and by 1.3% with
respect to RVC (repl non-prot).

In summary, ERVC and RRB are very efficient so-
lutions to decrease the probability of failure at low
cost. RRB overheads are lower than those of ERVC
at the expense of some extra signal routing overhead.
Both ERVC and RRB show better scaling properties
with cache size and associativity than simply hardening
replacement bits. Thus, depending on the degree of IP
block changes allowed we will choose ERVC or RRB.

V. RELATED WORK

Several approaches have been proposed to deal with
hard errors due to defects and degradation. The most
relevant approaches consider alternative memory cell
designs which offer higher robustness [8], [11]. However,
those memory cells require larger area, and hence, their
costs are prohibitive.

ECC has been shown to be very effective to mitigate
unfrequent soft errors [9]. However, if ECC is employed
for permanent faults, errors must be corrected before
deploying the data, thus increasing cache latency. More-
over, those cache lines with permanent faults become
less resilient to soft errors since part of the correcting
capabilities are devoted to deal with permanent faults.

Approaches based on replacing faulty storage impact
delay due to signal re-routing or indirections, and intro-
duce significant wiring overhead [12]–[14]. Conversely,
simply disabling faulty storage does not provide any
WCET guarantee [4], [5], [15], so such a solution cannot
be used in safety critical systems.

Some recent works provide some degree of time
predictability in the presence of cache faults [5], [16],
but not WCET guarantees. To the best of our knowledge,
only the RVC [7] provides WCET guarantees in the
presence of faults at low cost. The RVC is shown to be an
efficient solution for line-dependent bits, but ignores set-
dependent bits such as replacement bits. Our work builds
upon the RVC concept to cover those set-dependent bits
in an efficient manner.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Process variations in modern technology nodes lead to
higher faulty bit rates in caches. This issue is particularly
relevant for safety critical systems where unpredictable
latency of memory accesses leads to non-deterministic
systems or unaffordable WCET estimates. The RVC has

been proposed recently for efficient and time-predictable
fault tolerance in caches. However, the RVC does not
fully solve this issue.

In this paper we extend the RVC with two schemes,
the ERVC and the RRB, to tolerate permanent faults
in cache replacement bits. The ERVC and the RRB
decrease the probability of failure of caches by several
orders of magnitude at the expense of small energy and
area overheads.
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